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If you've made the decision to seek a new opportunity, sooner or later you'll be faced with an
actual interview. Preparing yourself for that moment can make the difference between a conver-
sation that is nice but leads nowhere, and one that results in a job offer that is everything you'd
hoped for.

One key to getting an offer is to have the employer see you as an integral part of his team.
And the best route to that outcome is for you to go into the interview being an integral part of
that team. Sounds good, sure. But, practically speaking, how do you do that?

One important step is to walk into the interview as though you are interviewing a potential
client. This approach has the advantage of putting you on a peer-to-peer footing with the inter-
viewer, allowing you to engage in the level of conversation and information-sharing that will
show you off in the best light. It will also be more impressive to the employer than others who
walk in the door with an "I'm-here-to-talk-about-that-job" approach.

An additional step is to take an "assumptive" approach to the interview. Walk in prepared to
have a conversation, not about whether you come to work there, but what you'll do when you do.
Based on what you glean about the opportunity - either from pre-interview research, or during
the interview itself - pose "assumptive" questions. "In my current position, I typically handle A, B,
and C responsibilities. What, beyond that, would you expect of me here?" "It sounds like you
could use someone who could take on X and Y responsibilities. Would it be OK if I did Z, as
well?"

Every employer who interviews you will secretly wish for you to be "the one". Why? Because
then, the torture of this process will be over. By walking into the interview as "the one", you
make it easier for him to conclude that, as well.


